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Linear axial scattering of an acoustical high-order Bessel trigonometric
beam by compressible soft fluid spheres
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The acoustic scattering properties of nondiffracting high-order Bessel trigonometric beams
�HOBTBs� by fluid spheres are investigated. The three-dimensional directivity acoustic scattering
patterns of hexane, red blood, and mercury soft spheres immersed in water and centered on the beam
axis of wave propagation are presented and discussed. HOBTBs belong to the family of
nondiffracting beams and are proper solutions of the homogeneous �source-free� Helmholtz
equation. Closed-form analytical solutions for the incident and scattered pressure fields are
provided. The far-field acoustic scattering field is expressed as a partial wave series involving the
scattering angle relative to the beam axis, the order, and the half-conical angle of the wave number
components of the HOBTB. The properties of the acoustic scattering by fluid spheres are discussed
and numerical computations with animated graphics show exciting scattering phenomena that are
especially useful in applications related to particle entrapment and manipulation of soft matter using
acoustic HOBTBs. Other potential applications may include medical or nondestructive ultrasound
imaging with contrast agents, or monitoring of the manufacturing processes of sample soft matter
systems with HOBTBs. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3518496�

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing interest in the properties of acoustic wave
scattering by particles drives innovation in various applica-
tions including sensor/sonar design,1–3 medical imaging with
contrast agents,4–6 and metamaterials7–11 to name a few rel-
evant areas. The scattering mechanisms, during which the
incident wave field deviates from its original path because of
the presence of the scatterer, depend generally on the vis-
coelastic properties of the target as well as the characteristics
of the incident beam. Appropriate selection of the beam’s
parameters, such as the focus, waist, divergence, directional-
ity, collimation, etc., or more generally the beam’s type �i.e.,
diffracting, �i.e., Gaussian, Bessel–Gaussian, Laguerre–
Gaussian, fractional Bessel, etc.� versus nondiffracting, �i.e.,
Bessel of integer order, high-order Bessel Beam of fractional
type �, etc.��, may be used to advantage to enhance or sup-
press the scattering.12–17

Ideal nondiffracting beams are proper solutions of the
homogeneous �source-free� Helmholtz equation,18 for which
the transverse pressure �or intensity� distribution profile re-
mains unchanged during wave propagation. In practice, a
very close approximation to an ideal nondiffracting beam can
be achieved experimentally by a Gaussian transmittance
apodization to produce a “limited-diffracting”-Gauss beam.
Such a procedure has been successfully used to produce
practical optical Bessel–Gauss19–23 and high-order Bessel–
Gauss beams of fractional type �.24

The purpose of this research is to investigate the axial
acoustic scattering properties of a nondiffracting high-order
Bessel beam incident upon a spherical target �Fig. 1�, and
having an azimuthal dependency in the form of

cos��m����0�, where m is referred to as the order of the
beam or the topological charge. Because of the phase depen-
dency on the cosine function, this family of Bessel beams is
termed here as a high-order Bessel trigonometric beam
�HOBTB� to avoid a possible confusion with the terminol-
ogy high-order Bessel vortex �or helicoidal� beam.13–15 A
vortex beam has an azimuthal dependency described math-
ematically by the exponential ei�m��, where m can be any
positive or negative integer. This type of vortex beams has a
phase ramp equal to the azimuthal angle. On the other hand,
the corresponding distribution of the pressure magnitude and
phase in space of a HOBTB is fundamentally different from
a vortex beam as shown by comparing Fig. 2 here with Fig.
1 of Ref. 13.

In this investigation, closed-form solutions for the total
acoustic scattering field of a HOBTB by compressible soft
fluid spheres immersed in an ideal fluid and centered along
the axis of the incident beam are derived. Predictions

a�Electronic addresses: mitri@lanl.gov and mitri@ieee.org.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Geometry of the problem. A rigid immovable sphere
is placed along the z-axis of a HOBTB of progressive waves �in this figure,
a first-order Bessel trigonometric beam�. The plane-wave fronts constructing
the beam have a half-cone angle � with respect to the z-axis, and � and �
are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively.
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through numerical analyses are evaluated and some proper-
ties of the scattering are examined and discussed. The fluid
particles having spherical geometries are approximations of
first order to attempt at building a realistic model predicting
the behavior of acoustically-interacting organelles and cells
in a large number of biophysical and biomedical applica-
tions. The examples provided herein are relevant for poten-
tial applications in the field of soft matter physical acoustics,
particularly from the standpoint of both the acoustic scatter-
ing and acoustic radiation force in related particle manipula-
tion of biological/chemical materials, as well as in other ar-
eas of research in medical or nondestructive ultrasound
imaging with contrast agents, or monitoring of the manufac-
turing processes of sample soft matter systems.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ACOUSTIC
SCATTERING OF A HOBTB BY A FLUID SPHERE

Using the analogy with the electromagnetic field repre-
sentation of a cylindrical wave function ��80� p. 412 in Ref.
25�, the incident acoustic �complex� pressure produced by a
nondiffracting HOBTB is expressed as

PHOBTB
�inc� �r,�,�,t�

= P0�i−�m�/2���
0

2�

ei�k·r−�t� cos��m��� � �0�d��, �1�

where P0 is the pressure amplitude, the components
of r in spherical coordinates are
�r sin � cos � ,r sin � sin � ,r cos �� �see Fig. 1�, and the
components of the wave-vector k are
�k sin � cos �� ,k sin � sin �� ,k cos ��, the parameter k
=� /c=2� /	, is defined as the wave-number of the incident
HOBTB, � is the angular frequency, c is the speed of sound
in the fluid medium, 	 being the wavelength of the acoustic
radiation making up the beam, � is the half-cone angle
formed by the wave-vector k relative to the axis of wave
propagation, r, �, �, are the radial, polar, and azimuthal com-
ponents respectively, �� is the azimuthal angle of the indi-
vidual plane-wave components of the beam, and �0 is an
initial arbitrary azimuthal �phase� angle.

Equation �1� shows that the HOBTB is constructed by
means of a superposition of plane waves propagating over a

cone with half-angle �, and expressed mathematically by the
integration over the differential azimuthal angle d��. This
approach was used to model the electromagnetic26,27 and
acoustic12 field of a zero-order Bessel beam as well as in the
description of an acoustical Bessel vortex beam of unit topo-
logical charge14 that is a particular case of a generalized
solution given initially in Refs. 13, 15, and 25.

After performing the integration in �1� and manipulating
the result using ��57� p. 409 in Ref. 25�, it follows that the
incident pressure field is expressed as

PHOBTB
�inc� �r,�,�,t� = P0ei�kr cos � cos �−�t�


J�m��kr sin � sin ��cos��m�� � �0�,

=P0e−i�t �
n=�m�

� �n − �m��!
�n + �m��!

�2n + 1�


i�n−�m��jn�kr�Pn
�m��cos ��


Pn
�m��cos ��cos��m�� � �0� , �2�

consistent with ��82� p. 413 in Ref. 25�.
Equation �2� describes the pressure of a HOBTB inci-

dent upon a sphere, whose center is located at a distance r
from an observation point, jn� . � is the spherical Bessel func-
tion of the first kind of order n, Pn

m� . � are the associated
Legendre functions, and � is the scattering �polar� angle rela-
tive to the beam axis of wave propagation z.

It is important to note that �1� and �2� are proper solu-
tions of the Helmholtz wave equation. With �0=m=0, �2�
reduces to the expression of a zero-order Bessel beam.12

The �complex� pressure field scattered by a spherical ob-
ject placed along the axis of wave propagation of a HOBTB
is expressed as

PHOBTB
�sc� �r,�,�,t� = P0e−i�t �

n=�m�

� �n − �m��!
�n + �m��!

�2n + 1�


i�n−�m��hn
�1��kr�SnPn

�m��cos ��


Pn
�m��cos ��cos��m�� � �0� . �3�

Equation �3� describes the scattered field in the near-field
region �r�a� where a is the sphere’s radius. It is, however,
common in applications such as medical/nondestructive ul-
trasound and sonar imaging to measure the far-field scattered
pressure. In the far-field region �ra�, the spherical Hankel
function of the first kind hn

�1�� · � reduces to the following
asymptotic approximation; hn

�1��kr� →
kr→�

�1 / i�n+1�kr�eikr.

Therefore, the steady-state �time-independent� scattered pres-
sure in the far-field from a sphere28,29 is expressed as

PHOBTB
�sc� �r,�,�� =

kr→�
P0

a

2r
fHOBTB,�

�m� eikr, �4�

where the �complex� form function for a sphere is defined by
the partial wave series as

FIG. 2. �Color online� Theoretical moduli �upper row� and phases �inferior
row� cross-sections of Bessel trigonometric beams of order m=1 to 5, re-
spectively. Physically, the plots determine the magnitudes and phases of the
incident acoustic pressure field distribution in space. The transverse wave
number used for the simulations is kr=6.5
104 m−1, and the spatial R
=	�x2+y2� where −1.15 mm�x, y�1.15 mm. The polar angle of position
in the plane is varied from 0��=tan−1�y /x��2� with an initial �arbitrary�
phase �0=0 chosen as an example.
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fHOBTB,�
�m� �ka,�,�� =

2

ika
�

n=�m�

� �n − �m��!
�n + �m��!

�2n + 1�


i�−�m��SnPn
�m��cos ��


Pn
�m��cos ��cos��m�� � �0� . �5�

Equation �5� represents the total form function for a
HOBTB scattered by a sphere. For a fluid sphere, the scat-
tering coefficients Sn are obtained from the boundary condi-
tions at the interface between the fluid sphere and its sur-
rounding fluid medium. At this interface, the radial
displacements �or velocities� and normal stresses must be
continuous leading to the following form for the coefficients
Sn as follows:

Sn =

det
�jn�ka� jn�kfsa�
jn��ka� jn��kfsa� �

det
− �hn
�1��ka� jn�kfsa�

− hn
�1��ka� jn��kfsa�

� , �6�

where �= ��c /� fscfs�, � fs, and cfs are the density and speed of
sound inside the fluid sphere.

For an infinitely soft sphere, � fs→0, and hence, the
sphere possesses no inertia. The coefficients Sn reduce to,

Sn = Sn
s = − jn�ka�/hn

�1��ka� , �7�

where Sn
s are known as the scattering coefficients for an in-

finitely soft sphere.

III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

Realizing the number of variables in �5�, the main at-
tempt made here is to study the variations in the magnitude
of the total form function versus the order m of the HOBTB.
A MATLAB

® code is constructed for computing the scattering
coefficients �6� and plotting the magnitude of the total �far-
field� scattering form function for the fluid soft spheres given
by �5�, though the near-field scattering can be predicted using
�3� at any distance r from the center of the sphere. However,
only the far-field scattering is investigated here as an ex-
ample to illustrate the theory. In the following calculations,
the surrounding fluid is assumed to be nonviscous water with
its assumed properties for density �water=1000 kg /m3 and
sound speed cwater=1500 m /s. Accurate computation of the
spherical Bessel and spherical Hankel functions and their
derivatives is achieved using modified versions of the spe-
cialized math functions “besselj,” “bessely,” and “besselh”
within the software package. The computations are per-
formed on an Intel�R� Core�TM�2 Quad CPU Q9650 @ 3.00
GHz, 3.25 GB of RAM personal computer with a truncation
constant largely exceeding ka to ensure proper convergence
of the series in �5�. The polar and azimuthal angles are varied
in the ranges �0���2��, �−�� /2���� �� /2�� in incre-
ments of �� ,��= �� /100�, at a selected ka=5 and a half-
cone angle �=25°. Because the MATLAB software package
uses a Cartesian coordinates system for data display, the
“sph2cart” built-in function is employed to properly display
the numerical results originally computed using �5� in a
spherical coordinates system.

Consider now the case of fluid spheres placed along the
axis of a HOBTB of progressive waves. Three typical ex-
amples are chosen here, in which the density of the fluid
sphere is smaller �hexane sphere, � fs=656 kg /m3, cfs

=1078.5 m /s�, closer �red blood sphere �RBS�, � fs

=1099 kg /m3, cfs=1631 m /s�, and higher �mercury sphere,
� fs=13600 kg /m3, cfs=1407 m /s� than the density of the
surrounding fluid �water�, respectively.

Figures 3�a�–3�f� show the predictions of the total scat-
tering form function �i.e., �5�� modulus for a hexane fluid
sphere placed in a first-to sixth-order Bessel trigonometric
beam, respectively. The plots are computed for a half-cone
angle �=25° at ka=5 and �0=0. The arrow on the left hand
side of each plot indicates the direction of the incident
waves. One clearly notices the difference between the three-
dimensional �3D� scattering directivity plots as the order m
increases. Moreover, the directivity patterns of the acoustic
scattering field are closely related to the shape of the incident
beam �see Fig. 2�; as the order of the beam increases, addi-
tional scattering sound lobes tend to appear.

Figures 4�a�–4�f� show the same predictions as in Figs.
3�a�–3�f� but for a RBS. This particular example is of par-
ticular interest in bioengineering applications that aim to
study the scattering properties of a red blood cell. In contrast
to Figs. 3�a�–3�f�, the 3D acoustic scattering directivity pat-
terns of a RBS in Figs. 4�a�–4�f� exhibit quite different be-
haviors from the hexane sphere; note the appearance of ad-
ditional sound lobes in the forward hemispherical region for
m=5 �i.e., Fig. 3�e��. An additional computation is per-
formed to compute the 3D directivity patterns for a RBS in
the field of a second-order Bessel trigonometric beam in the
range 4�ka�7. See supplementary material in Ref. 30 that
shows the appearance of additional scattering lobes in the
backward hemispherical region as ka increases.

Figures 5�a�–5�f� show the 3D directivity patterns com-
putations of the total scattering form function modulus for a
mercury sphere immersed in water, that are quite different
from the RBS and hexane sphere results. An additional cal-

FIG. 3. �Color online� The 3D directivity diagram plots of the scattering
form function’s modulus as given by �5�. The plots are for a fluid hexane
sphere in water for ka=5, �=25°, and �0=0. The order m of the beam is
varied from 1 to 6 corresponding to �a�–�f�, respectively. The arrow at the
bottom left hand side of each plot indicates the direction of the incident
waves.
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culation is made to study the effect of varying �0 on the 3D
directivity patterns. The 3D acoustic scattering from a mer-
cury sphere in water corresponding to a sixth-order Bessel
trigonometric beam �i.e., Fig. 5�f�� is chosen as an example
in which the initial arbitrary phase angle �0 is varied in the
range 0��0�� repeated 12 times to accommodate a full
rotation �i.e., 2m�� in increments of ��0=� /18. See supple-
mentary material in Ref. 30. As observed from this anima-
tion, rotation of the scattering in the azimuthal plane can be
achieved by appropriate selection of the initial phase angle.
Furthermore, negative values of �0 can also be selected to
rotate the scattering patterns in the opposite sense as shown
in the following. The 3D directivity scattering patterns are
closely connected to the incident beam. Rotation of the scat-

tering by appropriate selection of �0 results from rotating the
incident beam; additional simulations for the modulus and
phase of the incident pressure field of a forth-order Bessel
trigonometric beam are performed for which the initial arbi-
trary phase angle �0 is varied in the ranges 0��0�� and
−���0�0, respectively. See supplementary material in
Ref. 30. Moreover, one can induce alternate positive and
negative values of �0 so as to create an acoustical switch of
the scattering or the incident beam, which may be useful in
related acoustic communication applications.

Further mathematical analysis of �5� shows the direct
dependence on the associated Legendre functions
Pn

�m��cos ��. Some of the roots of the Pn
�m��cos �� functions

were previously evaluated and tabulated in Ref. 31. The spe-
cific “root” angles are associated with specific nth partial
waves such that the suppression of a particular resonance and
its contribution to the scattering is therefore attainable by
judicious selection of the half-cone angle � to correspond to
on the Pn

�m��cos �� roots. This has been confirmed in the con-
text of the acoustic scattering13,14,16 and radiation forces31,32

of Bessel vortex �or helicoidal� beams in suppressing reso-
nances and may be potentially extended to the case of HOB-
TBs.

The model presented here is valid to predict the 3D
acoustic scattering from a single inviscid fluid sphere. Other
types may be investigated such as a polymer, protein or lipid
spheres providing that their appropriate scattering coeffi-
cients are used. For a fluid viscous sphere, absorption within
the interior core can be modeled by introducing a complex

wave number into the theory k̃fs such that k̃fs=kfs�1+ i� fs�,
where � fs is the normalized absorption coefficient. This tech-
nique accounts for systems in which absorption increases
linearly with frequency �linear viscoelasticity�.

IV. CONCLUSION

The axial acoustic scattering properties of soft fluid
spheres along with analytical expressions for the incident
and scattered acoustic pressure field of a HOBTB are pre-
sented and discussed. The far-field acoustic scattering form
function �representing the scattered pressure field is the far-
field� is expressed as a partial wave series involving the scat-
tering angle relative to the beam axis, the order, and the
half-conical angle of the wave number components of the
beam. Numerical computations with animated graphics of
the 3D directivity plots show particular properties of the
scattering not observed with other conventional beams.
Moreover, the sphere’s mechanical properties influence the
scattering such that additional sound lobes appear in the for-
ward or the backward hemispherical regions. These results
are especially useful in entrapment and manipulation appli-
cations of soft particles using acoustic HOBTBs.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The same as in Fig. 3, however, the plots are for a
RBS in water for ka=5, �=25°, and �0=0. The order m of the beam is
varied from 1 to 6 corresponding to �a�–�f�, respectively. See supplementary
material in Ref. 30 which corresponds to the 3D acoustic scattering of a
second-order Bessel trigonometric beam by a RBS in water in the range 4
�ka�7.

FIG. 5. �Color online� The same as in Fig. 3, however, the plots are for a
fluid mercury sphere in water for ka=5, �=25°, and �0=0. The order m of
the beam is varied from 1 to 6 corresponding to �a�–�f�, respectively. Sig-
nificant differences in the 3D directivity diagram plots occur as compared to
Figs. 3 and 4. The effect of varying �0 on the 3D directivity pattern for the
scattering is investigated for a fluid mercury sphere in water placed in the
field of a sixth-order Bessel trigonometric beam �i.e., Fig. 5�f��. See supple-
mentary material in Ref. 30.
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